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ABSTRACT
In the last years, there has been much a�ention given to the semantic
gap problem in multimedia retrieval systems. Much e�ort has been
devoted to bridge this gap by building tools for the extraction
of high-level, semantics-based features from multimedia content,
as low-level features are not considered useful because they deal
primarily with representing the perceived content rather than the
semantics of it.

In this paper, we explore a di�erent point of view by leveraging
the gap between low-level and high-level features. We experiment
with a recent approach for movie recommendation that extract low-
level Mise-en-Scène features from multimedia content and combine
it with high-level features provided by the wisdom of the crowd.

To this end, we �rst performed an o�ine performance assess-
ment by implementing a pure content-based recommender system
with three di�erent versions of the same algorithm, respectively
based on (i) conventional movie a�ributes, (ii) mise-en-scène fea-
tures, and (iii) a hybrid method that interleaves recommendations
based on movie a�ributes and mise-en-scène features. In a second
study, we designed an empirical study involving 100 subjects and
collected data regarding the quality perceived by the users. Results
from both studies show that the introduction of mise-en-scène fea-
tures in conjunction with traditional movie a�ributes improves
both o�ine and online quality of recommendations.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Information systems→ Recommender systems;
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1 INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
In the last years, we have seen much a�ention given to the semantic
gap problem in multimedia retrieval systems [20, 24]. �e semantic
gap is the gap between the high-level concepts that users expect
when searching for interesting multimedia content (e.g., genre, plot,
actors) and the low-level features that it is possible to automati-
cally extract from the same content (e.g., brightness, contrast, etc.).
�e users’ ability to comfortably and e�ciently use multimedia
systems is impacted as the result of the sharp discontinuity that
exists between the primitive low-level features and the richness
of user queries encountered in multimedia search. As a result, the
multimedia information retrieval community has long struggled
to bridge this semantic gap as several studies have con�rmed the
di�culty of addressing users’ information needs with such low-
level features, because they deal primarily with representing the
perceived content rather than the semantics of it [14, 20].

Because of this gap, most movie recommender systems rely on
the assumption that user preferences are mainly in�uenced by the
high-level semantic features of movies (e.g., plot, genre, director,
actors) and, to a less extent, by the stylistic properties [10] (e.g.,
color, motion, lighting key). Recommendations are automatically
computed using implicit or explicit preferences of users on these
a�ributes [1, 8]. However, recent works on RSs suggest that users’
preferences when choosing a product are in�uenced more by the
visual aspect of items and less by their semantic or syntactic prop-
erties [11, 19, 26, 29].

In this paper, we make a di�erent assumption. We still believe
that the semantic gap exists and limits the adoption of low-level
features in information retrieval applications, where the goal is
to provide a way of indexing multimedia content so that users
can explicitly (i.e., manually) query that content at the semantic
level. However, we wish to investigate if this assumption holds
also for recommender systems, where the goal is for the system
to automatically �nd content that the user likes, without the user
querying the system.

Our research hypothesis is that the semantic gap is not a problem
but an opportunity. Our goal is to leverage the low-level features
automatically extracted from multimedia content and complement
them with the high-level features. For this purpose, we explore
and evaluate a recent approach for movie recommendations that
integrates traditional high-level semantic a�ributes, such as genre,



director and cast, with low-level mise-en-scène features, i.e., the
design aspects of movie making that in�uence aesthetic and style.
Examples of mise-en-scène characteristics are lighting, colors, back-
ground, and movements.

We believe that mise-en-scène features can be used to make
video recommender systems more e�ective and useful as they help
in strengthening two weak spots when working with semantic
a�ributes: lack of diversity and novelty in video recommendations
[16]. Past works show evidence that the lack of diversity and nov-
elty in traditional recommender systems happens because recom-
mender algorithms are designed to recommend videos similar to the
ones users liked in the past [3, 16, 25]. Recommendations lacking
novelty and diversity have negative consequences on user satisfac-
tion, even if recommendations perfectly match users’ tastes [4, 31].
�is paper builds on previous results identifying mise-en-scène
features that potentially in�uence accuracy of recommendations
from system-centric perspective.

In this work we seek to answer the following research questions:
RQ 1. Can the introduction of low-level mise-en-scène features in
video recommender systems, combined with high-level semantic
features, improve o�ine quality of recommendations? RQ 2. Can
the introduction of low-level mise-en-scène features in video rec-
ommender systems, combined with high-level semantic features,
induce measurable e�ects on the perceived utility of recommenda-
tions?

To this end, we carried out two wide and articulated empirical
studies: (a) a system-centric evaluation to measure the o�ine qual-
ity of recommendations in terms of precision, novelty, diversity
and coverage. (b) a user-centric online experiment involving 100
users, measuring di�erent subjective metrics (i.e., relevance, nov-
elty, diversity, and satisfaction). Both studies explore the e�ects of
recommendations under three di�erent experimental conditions de-
�ned by one manipulated variable: the type of movie a�ribute used
for recommendations. �e studies consider (i) a content-based algo-
rithm based on semantic movie a�ributes, (ii) the same algorithm
based on mise-en-scène features, and (iii) a hybrid algorithm that in-
terleaves recommendations based on a�ributes and mise-en-scène
features.

Results show that (1) the adoption of mise-en-scène features
can strongly a�ect precision/relevance, diversity and novelty of
recommendations, determining an increased utility of recommenda-
tions and in�uencing the user’s decision to actually watch a movie,
and (2) the introduction of mise-en-scène features in conjunction
with traditional a�ributes, tends to diversify recommendations and
suggest users with less obvious choices.

2 EXPERIMENT SETUP
Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions used in two studies.

2.1 Recommendation Algorithm
In order to generate recommendations, in both o�ine and online
experiments, we tested a widely used pure content-based �ltering
(CBF) algorithm based on k-nearest neighbors, and considered 20
neighbors, cosine similarity, and log-quantile normalization of the
mise-en-scène features [11].

Table 1: Experimental conditions used in two studies

Study Feature Types �ality Metrics #Users

A:O�line (i) semantic
(ii) mise-en-scène

(iii) combination of
semantic and
mise-en-scène

Precision
Diversity
Novelty

Coverage

113,682

B: Online

Relevance
Diversity
Novelty

Satisfaction

100

2.2 Movie Features
In both studies, the quality of recommendations have been evalu-
ated under three di�erent experimental conditions de�ned by one
manipulatable variable: the type of movie features.

2.2.1 Movie a�ributes. Content-based movie recommender sys-
tems traditionally base their recommendations on high-level at-
tributes such as genre, director, and actors (movie a�ributes). Such
metadata are human-generated, either editorially (e.g. title, cast) or
by leveraging the wisdom of the crowd (e.g., tags).

2.2.2 Mise-en-Scène features. Recently, low-level stylistic fea-
tures – such as color, motion and lighting – have been proposed for
content-based video recommendations (mise-en-scène features) [11].
Mise-en-Scène features can be extracted automatically by pro-
cessing the video �les. Di�erent types of visual features have
been explored in the community of multimedia recommender sys-
tems [19, 21, 29].

�e general procedure to extract this �ve categories of features
comprise four steps: (a) videos are segmented into shots and for
each shot, a representative key frame is extracted (this is not nec-
essary for the shot duration); (c) for each shot, the values of the
features are computed; (d) the feature values are averaged over all
shots.

In our experiments, we have selected �ve categories of mise-en-
scène low-level features described in [11, 28] as they are explainable,
easy to extract from video �les, and show promising results in o�ine
experiments: shot duration, color variance, lighting key, average
motion, and motion variation. �e use of keyframe-based feature
representation has been motivated in [9]1.

2.3 Study A: O�line Experiment
In the o�ine experiment, we evaluated Top-N recommendation
quality of each experimental condition under a pure CBF algorithm
by running a hold-out (80% train - 20% test) of a subset of the Movie-
Lens (ML-20M) dataset. �e dataset contains 113,682 users who
provided 775,090 preferences (i.e., ratings) to 12,573 movies. Each
movie is provided with a set of 127 a�ributes concerning, among
the others: title, genre, cast, tags. On average, each movie is labeled
with six a�ributes. �e mise-en-scène dataset contains �ve feature
values extracted according to the procedure described in Section

1�e work is partially covered by a US patent application under the title of “En-
hanced content based multimedia recommendation method”, with application number
15/277490 [5]



2.2.2. In the o�ine evaluation we computed recommendation qual-
ity with respect to: precision, diversity, novelty and coverage [18].

We estimate precision by computing the percentage of movies in
the recommendation list that were relevant to the user. To estimate
diversity, we measure the intra-list similarity between items with
respect to movie genres, i.e., we compute pairwise cosine similarity
between movies in the recommendation list and calculate the aver-
age similarity S . Diversity is later computed as the complement of
the intra-list similarity (1 − S). We compute novelty by computing
the mean popularity rank of the items recommended to the user.
Finally, coverage is computed by calculating the percentage of pairs
of < user ,movie > for which we can predict a rating [2, 15, 17].
All metrics range from 0% to 100%, where 100% is the best. In our
experiment, we have chosen N = 4 for the length of the list as it
is desired to have a similar value for N in both o�ine and online
experiments (see next section). �e detailed procedure used to
measure di�erent recommendation quality metrics is similar to the
one used in previous works [7, 11] maintaining compatibility with
results published in other research papers.

2.4 Study B: Online Evaluation
2.4.1 Perceived �ality Metrics. �e goal of the second study

is to measure the user’s perceived quality of the recommender
system. Perceived quality is the degree to which the users judge
recommendations positively and appreciate the overall experience
with the recommender system. To be�er scope our research, we
operationalize this notion in terms of fours metrics: perceived ac-
curacy, novelty, diversity, and overall user satisfaction as de�ned
in [15, 22, 27]: Perceived accuracy (also called Relevance) measures
how much the recommendations match the users’ interests, pref-
erences and tastes; Diversity measures how much users perceive
recommendations as di�erent from each other, e.g. movies from dif-
ferent genres; Novelty measures the extent to which users receive
new recommended movies; Overall Users’ Satisfaction measures
the global users’ feeling of the experience with the recommender
system.

2.4.2 Procedure. For the purpose of our study, we have devel-
oped MISRec2, a web-centric testing framework for the movie do-
main, which can be easily con�gured to facilitate the execution
of controlled empirical studies. MISRec is powered by the same
pure CBF algorithm described in Section 2.1 and supports users
with a wide range of functionalities that are common in online
video-streaming services such as Net�ix and Love�lm (Figure 1).
MISRec contains the same catalog of movies used in the �rst study.

Our main research audience is represented by users aged be-
tween 20 and 50 who have some familiarity with the use of the
web and had never used MISRec before the study (to control for the
potentially confounding factor of biases or misconceptions derived
from previous uses of the system). �e total number of recruited
subjects who completed the task was 100 (63% men, 37% women,
average age: 27.8, std 3.83).

�e interaction begins with a sign-up process, where each partic-
ipant (user) is initially asked to provide some basic data. A�erward,
users are invited to browse the movie catalog, and then, asked to
freely select �ve movies and rate them using a 5-level Likert scale.
2short for Mise-en-Scène Movie Recommender

1 2

3 4

Figure 1: Example screenshots of the online application

On the basis of these ratings, three recommendation lists are gener-
ated - one for each experimental conditions - each list containing 4
recommended movies. �e user is asked to watch the trailers of the
recommended movies within each of the 3 lists and reply to a set of
questions related to the quality of the recommendations. Users are
asked to indicate their answers to each of the questions by selecting
one of the three lists. To avoid possible biases, the positions of the
recommendation lists were randomized for each user. It is worth
noting that since watching trailers is a time-consuming process, we
decided to include 4 recommendations within each of the 3 lists.

A subset of the questionnaire as reported in [15, 22] was used to
measure the perceived quality of recommendations: Acc. Which
list be�er understand your taste in movies? Div. Which list has
movies that match a wider variety of moods? Novelty. Which list
has more movies that are familiar to you? Satisfaction. Which list
would you be more likely to recommend to your friends?

We also introduced a number of equivalent questions but for-
mulated in a di�erent way, in order to check for inconsistency of
answers.

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
3.1 Experiment A: O�line Evaluation
Table 2 presents the o�ine quality of the recommendations for each
of the three experimental conditions: movie a�ribute: conventional
high-level semantic a�ributes of movies; mise-en-scène: low-level
visual features; hybrid: a combination of mise-en-scène features
and movie a�ributes. As for the last approach, the hybridization
can be done at feature-level (e.g. in [12]) or ensemble-level. We
chose the second approach for its ease of implementation. �e
ensemble-level hybridization in our system was implemented by
interleaving the recommendation results based on movie a�ributes
and mise-en-scène features.

�e quality has been measured with the o�ine methodology
as described in Section 2.3. Analysis of variance suggests that the
three experimental conditions (traditional movie a�ributes, mise-
en-scène features, and hybrid) have a signi�cant impact (p < 0.05)
on the four variables: precision, diversity, novelty, coverage.



�e precision metric suggests that recommendations based solely
on mise-en-scène features are less accurate, while both the hybrid
approach and the traditional approach are the most accurate.

If we look at diversity and coverage of recommendations, both
approaches based on mise-en-scène features (either alone or in
combination with traditional a�ributes) provide the best recom-
mendations, i.e., the most diverse recommendations, able to span
almost all of the items in the catalog.

In terms of novelty, the approach based solely on mise-en-scène
features provides the best recommendations, with the hybrid ap-
proach being marginally be�er than the approach based on tradi-
tional a�ributes.

Table 2: Results of experiment A: O�line evaluation. Re-
sults in bold are signi�cantly di�erent (p < 0.05)

Research
Variables

Movie
attributes

Mise-en-
Scène

features

Hybrid

Precision 16.9% 6.3% 16.1%
Diversity 20.8% 21.8% 21.9%
Novelty 94.9% 96.7% 95.7%

Coverage 75.5% 92.7% 92.7%

3.2 Experiment B: Real User Study
We �rst polished the collected data by removing the ones referring
to subjects who showed apparent evidences of gaming with the test-
ing system. We removed the participants who interacted with the
system for less than 2 minutes, or le� some questions unanswered.
We also introduced a number of equivalent questions formulated
in a di�erent way, in order to check for inconsistency of answers.
In the �nal questionnaire participants were asked to choose the
preferred recommendation list. We ran multiple pair-wise Cochran
Q tests on the responses from the users, as it well �ts to the charac-
teristics of the collected data [30]. All tests were run considering
signi�cance level α = 0.05.

Table 3: Results of the experiment B: Real User Study. Re-
sults in bold are signi�cantly di�erent (p < 0.05).

Research
Variables

Movie
attributes

Mise-en-
Scène

features

Hybrid

Relevance 25% 15% 60%
Diversity 25% 22% 53%
Novelty 21% 19% 60%

Satisfaction 21% 22% 57%

�e �nal results, presented in Table 3, show that the adoption of
mise-en-scène features alone decreases almost all of the perceived
quality metrics with respect to traditional semantic a�ributes, al-
though not signi�cantly (for accuracy, diversity, and novelty). �is
result is partially in contrast with the previous study, in which
novelty and diversity with mise-en-scène recommendations are
signi�cantly be�er than with traditional a�ributes. �is could be

explained by previous works suggesting that o�ine evaluations
metrics are not always good predictors of the perceived quality of
recommender systems [7, 23]. However, when hybridizing recom-
mendations based on low-level mise-en-scène features and high-
level semantic a�ributes, they are perceived as be�er along all
metrics. (p < 0.05).

4 DISCUSSION
�e internal validity of our study is supported by the accuracy of
our research design and by the quality of study execution. We
have carefully implemented a number of mechanisms to control the
accuracy of the tasks’ execution. In terms of external validity, the
results of our study are limited to those participants and conditions
used in our study. Moreover, most services available in the market
provide a user experience very similar to the one used in our study,
in terms of �ltering criteria and information/navigation structures
[6], and it is likely that replications of our study on other systems
may lead to results consistent with our �ndings. Finally, the high
overall number of testers (100) allows us to generalize our results
to a wider population of users aged 20-50.

A �ner grained analysis of the statistically relevant relationships
among all the di�erent variables o�ers a much more articulated
picture of the results, which show apparently contrasting results.
More speci�cally, the two studies (o�ine and online experiment)
illustrate di�erent pictures with respect to the impact of mise-en-
scène features on novelty and diversity. Our explanation is that the
low accuracy of visual-only recommendations negatively a�ects
the user opinion on the other metrics. A possible interpretation of
this result is to consider that previous studies con�rmed a mismatch
between o�ine and online quality of recommendations [7, 23].

5 CONCLUSIONS
�is work represents a contribution to the research and practice
in the design of recommender systems, for the speci�c domain of
movie recommendations and, from a more general perspective, for
video recommendations. Our research di�ers from previous work
in this domain for a number of aspects:

• We designed an online movie recommender system which
incorporate mise-en-scène features, to be used for eval-
uation of recommendations with real users. In contrast,
previous works on mise-en-scène features are based on
only o�ine experiment.

• We compare three di�erent recommendation scenarios,
one of which combines recommendations based on mise-
en-scène features and semantic a�ributes. Previous works
limit their analysis to mise-en-scène features alone.

• Our results on the online evaluation of recommender sys-
tems based on mise-en-scène features (either alone or com-
bined with semantic a�ributes) are totally new for the
movie domain.

�e results of our work can be applied to other domains where
the system recommends multimedia products, such as music (e.g.,
Spotify, and Pandora) and images (e.g., Instagram, and Facebooks).
In future, we plan to extend the range of features extracted to
include both visual and audio features, using features based on the
MPEG-7 standard and DNNs [13].
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